Gary Platt Brings Unsurpassed Sportsbook, Casino Seating to NIGA 2019
Company Exhibiting with Leading Distributor Gitchi Gaming in Booth #2124
RENO, Nev. (March 12, 2019) – Tribal operators seeking to provide unsurpassed comfort to their
sportsbook and casino guests will find everything they are looking for in Gary Platt’s booth at NIGA 2019.
Gary Platt, which serves Tribal operators of all sizes across the U.S., will be in booth #2124 at the
tradeshow. Joining Gary Platt in the booth is Native American-owned and operated Gitchi Gaming, the
leading distributor in Tribal gaming.
“For the entire 21 years we have been in business, Gary Platt has been a proud partner with Tribal
operators. Now at NIGA 2019, we are thrilled to show our innovative and unsurpassed sportsbook seating
options, to help Tribes comfortably embrace this next, exciting new phase in gaming,” said Gary Platt Vice
President of Sales and Marketing Joshua Corrick.
Leading Gary Platt’s exhibit is its new sportsbook chair and dual sportsbook options. Whether it’s football,
baseball, basketball, or a day at the races, sports fans spend a good amount of time sitting, and the
researchers and designers at Gary Platt have carefully hand-crafted ideal solutions for the sportsbook.
Features include Gary Platt’s proprietary foam blend; ergonomics throughout the design, such as curved
leg edge and lumbar support; and creature-comforts such as oversized arm rests and large cup holder.
Gary Platt will also show many other handcrafted styles that offer seating solutions for the entire
operation, including slots, tables, restaurants, bars, office, and convention area. Styles include the
patented Monaco® design, the best-selling chair in North America.
Also in the booth is Gary Platt’s new quick-change seat. With just two bolts, the quick-change seat allows
operators to change seats and get the chair back in the game in under two minutes.
Visit Gary Platt in San Diego at NIGA 2019 in booth #2124 and join Gary Platt online at garyplatt.com and
on Facebook, LinkedIn, and Twitter.
About Gary Platt Manufacturing
For more than 20 years, Gary Platt Manufacturing has been the world’s leading provider of performance
casino seating. The design team has more than 50 years of experience in providing products with
unsurpassed comfort and excellence. Gary Platt produces premium seating for casinos on five continents
and creates chairs for slots, table games, poker, bar-top, and bingo. For more information, visit Gary Platt
at www.garyplatt.com.
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